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Abstract: This paper discusses the need for cost effectiveness and low power (energy) consumption in wireless
sensor nodes. In the real world establishment, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) find its importance in certain
applications like health monitoring, disaster prediction, intrusion detection and defense surveillance. In certain
applications (except health monitoring like applications), a large number of sensor nodes are deployed in the
field and are powered with limited power sources. Sensor nodes in WSNs are trained to collect, aggregate and
transmit data. As these three tasks is the major power overwhelming operations, the major addressed issue is
resolved by designing a modified sensor model with two groups of sensing range (plurality sensor). The
modified sensor model uses a group of sensor tags known as plurality sensor tags for better coverage ratio.
Senor tags are effectively activated in such a way that no uncovered region is left out. Simulations are
performed to estimate the energy conservation to compete with the other existing techniques.
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INTRODUCTION challenges in the implementation process. These power

In the recent days the involvement of sensor with battery elements, where recharging the battery is
networks finds its own application in temperature sensing, impossible. The ultimate scope in a sensor network is the
pressure monitoring, motion detection and various real overall lifetime, where each sensor node should have a
time applications. A wireless sensor network comprises, lifetime for several years. A challenging claim arises when
number of sensor nodes that are scattered in a vast  area, suggested with sensor networks with solar cells as power
clustered through various efficient algorithms and are source but it will not be suitable for cost effective
connected by a wireless network. The initial recognition applications. It is not necessary that all the available
for WSN applications are considered only by battlefield sensor nodes should be active to fetch the data. Instead,
surveillance. Later, the development in WSN applications various scheduling algorithms are discussed by Cardei. M
with cost effectiveness finds its reach in other real time and Wu. J [1] to guarantee energy efficient coverage and
industrial and civilian applications. Each node in the connectivity. Arranging the sensor nodes itself a problem
sensor networks includes u-processor, memory elements, of discussion and also reducing the redundant coverage
power supply, sensing subsystem and transceiver for area. After several experimental results, it is stated that the
data acquisition from the vast geographical area. Sensing major power killing task in sensor nodes is the data
area is one of the most important issues in sensor transmission (V. Ragunathan, C.Schurghers, S. Park, M.
networks. As every sensor node is set with a limited Srivastava, 2002) [2]. In general the energy required for
power supply, it is hard to satisfy their power transmitting a single bit equals the energy required for
requirements. When focusing cost effective WSN handling thousands of operations in the same sensor
applications energy saving techniques finds more node.

sources are sometimes implemented in the remote area
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Fig. 1: Typical multi-hop wireless sensor network based on the received signal strength. Decision to choose

The  conventional   techniques  that   optimize  the probability with least communication energy. The role of
energy  consumption,   aims  to  limit  the  power cluster head is allocated in a cyclic process to balance the
utilization  during  the  network  activities. Inreal time, load. This allocation is done by choosing a random
huge  amount  of  power  is consumed by processing number between 0 and 1. In most of the scheduling
units,  sensors,  etc.  even  if  they  are   in  idle state. algorithms (as discussed), coverage problem is left as a
Hence these energy efficient protocols authorize the trade-off parameter. No intensive care is taken to solve
components  to  switch  off  when  they   are  idle. A redundant coverage data. In this scenario, Slijepcevic
typical multi-hop WSN architecture is shown in Figure 1. considered the problem in finding the maximal number of
Section 2 discusses about the related works, Section 3 covers in a sensor network. Here, the term cover refers to
proposes the assignment protocol. In section 4, a cluster of nodes that can completely cover the
simulation environment and their results are discussed. mentioned area. The complexity of this problem is
Section 5 concludes the discussion with the scope for estimated as NP-Complete. PEAS developed a robust
future work. energy conserving protocol by setting the sleep nodes to

Related Works replace any failed sensor node. Adjustments can be done
Multi-Layer MAC (ML-MAC) Protocol: A distributed in the probing range to achieve different levels of overlap,
contention  based   and    self    organizing   MAC but the complete coverage is not guaranteed.
protocol was developed by ML-MAC, to discover the
neighbor  nodes   based   on   the  radio  signal  level. Modified Scheduling Assignment Protocol: To overcome
Here,  the  nodes are divided into layers. Layers are the coverage overlap issues, plurality of sensors are
chosen at random by the nodes and its time period is deployed in the field. For this research scenario, it is
divided  into  number  of  frames.  Decision  for wake-up planned to place the sensor nodes in a two-dimensional
and  sleep  time  is   self-realized   by   the  nodes. The area. The sensing area of each node is limited within a
wake-up  time  in  different nodes do not overlap with circular region. This research is developed around three
other nodes  in  different layers. So, a node in this different cases as explained here.
protocol  wakes-up  only  during   its  assigned time
period. And thus the protocol summarizes its efficient
energy consuming property by implementing layered
architecture.

TDMA Scheduling Algorithm: This scheduling
algorithm, developed by Nikola A. et.al., cuts down the
switching delay between active mode and sleep mode. A
pre-determined transmission schedule is flooded between
the sensor nodes to know when they can transmit/receive
a packet. This schedule includes the wake-up time and
sleep time. Fig. 2(a): Model –I 

Receiver Driven Medium Access Control (RMAC): This
technique is another type of TDMA based scheduling
algorithm. With contrast to other scheduling algorithms,
each node will receive packets from other nodes during its
time slot. Nodes in RMAC use the time stealing
mechanism to override the unused time slot in their
neighborhood to transmit the data. 

Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH):
LEACH, a benchmark cluster based algorithm in
developed by W.Heinzelman et al. [3]. Not like other
clustering algorithms, LEACH clusters the sensor nodes

the cluster head (CH) is estimated by computing the

wake up once in a while to transmit a probing data and to
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Fig. 2(b): Model – II (4)

To achieve better energy conservation results,
optimization is done in two steps. The first step is to
activate sensor nodes (selectively) based on scheduling (5)
algorithms and the second steps is to revise the covering
range to avoid redundant data acquisition. Sensor models
(Model –I and Model – II) from Wu. J et.al[4]., are taken Coverage with Two Sensing Range: If the sensor rings
for the consideration (Figure 2) and the drawbacks of are placed in tangent to each other, (considering three
those models are each sensor rings intersect with six other rings of Figure 2 for representation) then a small region is
neighborhood rings, but Wu. J et.al., discuss only two left uncovered. This uncovered space is covered by an
overlap regions. In the coming sections these two models extra ring. For accurate calculation six rings are considered
were corrected for all the overlap regions and an efficient as shown in Figure 4. This forms another set of plurality
model is proposed with better energy conservation and sensors and its radius is .
coverage ratio.

Coverage with Uniform Sensing Range: While deploying
the sensor nodes, let us assume that all the sensor nodes
have equal sensing range (plurality of sensors). The (7)
coverage area of each node is limited by a ring of radius
‘r’. In the Figure 3, three rings of sensing range is
considered for the computations. They all have one
common point and by interconnecting the radial points of
the rings, a triangular mesh is shaped.

(1)

Fig. 3: Model PS1

Smaller the D value, the better energy efficient
coverage (at minimum D value will be equal to one). 

Model PS :1

(2)

(3)

(6)

Fig. 4: Model PS2

(8)
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(9)

With reference to Wu. J and Yang. S computations,
the energy consumption is directly proportional to the
area of sensing ring by a factor of µ (power consumption1

per unit). The Sensing Energy Consumption Per unit Area
(SPECA) is E = µ1_D.

Model PS :1

(10)

(11)

Model PS :2

(12)

(13)

The SECPA   value  derived  by  Wu.Japparently
finds  contradiction  with  eqn  11 and 13.  In Model PS1

and  PS ,   each   ring   will   intersect  with six other rings2

as show  in  Figure 3. & Figure 4.but Wu. J et.al.,
considers  only  two   intersections   for  computations.
As all the overlaps are taken into consideration here,
precise results are estimated. In the given area, the
minimal number of sensors required for efficient coverage
is given by,

(14)

N – number of sensor nodes needed
S – size of the coverage area
r – radius of the sensor ring

With precise parametric constrains, (14) equals only
(5) not the value derived by Wu. J et.al. As a further
improvement to model PS  there is a possibility for2

reducing the energy consumption by reducing the radius
of the sensor rings. As a result of modification the
tangent sensor rings will overlap with each other as
shown in Figure 5. This overlap will steadily reduce the
radius of  and r'. By theoretical estimation by

Williams R[5], the coverage density for the model PS  is2A

derived below.

Fig. 5(a): Proposed Model PS2A

Fig. 5(b): Proposed Model PS with neighborhood rings2A

Simulation Results: Basically energy consumption in a
sensor network is also estimated based on the closeness
among the sensor nodes. The parameter estimated in the
research work is Sensing Energy Consumption Per unit
Area (SECPA). The extensive simulation is considered by
the scheduled sleep nodes and the remaining active
plurality of sensors. The modified Model PS  with2A

plurality sensor is compared with corrected Model I & II
proposed by Wang (2003)[6] and PEAS algorithm (2003).
For simulation the sensor nodes are deployed in 50 x 50 m2

area. The simulation setup is organized only to estimate
energy consumption per unit area. Total energy
consumption is the sum of sensing energy and
communication energy. Number  of  deployed  nodes
varies from 400 to 1200. In our models, plurality of sensor
is distinguished with radius of sensing ranges (4m to
12m).
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Fig. 6: SECPA vs. sensing range of Sensor Nodes networks, IEEE Signal Processing Magazine, 40-50.

Fig. 7: SECPA vs. sensing range of Sensor Nodes Gill.2003. Integrated coverage and connectivity

Figure 6. Shows the relationship of coverage ratio the first international conference on Embedded
with sensing range of sensor nodes. The modified Model networked sensor systems, 28.
exhibits better coverage ratio compared with the other 7. Slijepcevic, S and M. Potkonjak, 2001. Power efficient
conventional models. From Figure 6 and 7 it is understood organization of wireless sensor networks, In
that coverage ratio is directly proportional to SECPA. Proceedings of IEEE International Conference on
These simulation results satisfy the theoretical Communications, Helsinki, Finland, 11(14): 472-476.
derivations from eqn (4-12)[7].

CONCLUSION

In this paper a modified plurality sensor model is
designed and evaluated with the conventional sensor
models. This modified model satisfies the theoretical
justification with the better and accurate simulation
results. The model PS  outperforms the other entire2A

existing model in terms of coverage ratio and sensing
energy consumption per unit area (SECPA). The PS2A

model posses an optimal overlapping sensing range to
reduce the energy consumption which is sum of sensing

energy and communication energy. As a future
enhancement work, senor models can be developed for
coverage with three or more sensing range. But it should
be considered that increase in plurality sensor will not
produce a better SECPA. An optimal and efficient
scheduling protocol should be followed to achieve better
coverage ratio.
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